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Fig. 10. Schematic plot of the parallel trellises for blind modulation scheme detection. In this example, a four-state 00-terminated convolution channel encoder
was assumed. The dotted lines indicate the inter-subband transitions for the 00 state, and are omitted for the other three states.
Fig. 11. Probabilityoferroneousblind modulationscheme detectionusingthe
“parallel trellis algorithm” with a K =7convolutional code in an AWGN
channel for a 512 subcarrier OFDM modem.
decoder can be employed to estimate the most likely modula-
tion scheme per subband. Since the number of bits per OFDM
symbol is varying in this adaptive scheme, and the channel en-
coder’sblocklengththereforeisnotconstant,forthesakeofim-
plementationalconveniencewehavechosenaconvolutionalen-
coderatthetransmitter.Oncethemodulationschemestobeused
are decided upon at the transmitter, the convolutional encoder
is employed to generate a zero-terminated code-word having
the length of the OFDM symbol’s capacity. This codeword is
modulated on the subcarriers according to the different modu-
lation schemes for the different subbands and transmitted over
the channel.
At the receiver, each received data subcarrier is demodulated
by all possible demodulators, and the resulting hard decision
bits are fed into parallel trellises for Viterbi decoding. Fig. 10
shows a schematic sketch of the resulting parallel trellis if 16
QAM ( ), QPSK ( ), BPSK ( ), and “no transmission”
( ) are employed, for example for a code having four states.
Each subband in the adaptive scheme corresponds to a set of
four paralleltrellises,whoseinputs are generatedindependently
by the four demodulators of the legitimate modulation schemes.
The number of transitions in each of the trellises depends on the
number of output bits received from the different demodulators,
the16QAM( )trelliscontainsfourtimesasmanytransitions
as the BPSK and “no transmission” trellises. Since in the case
of “no transmission” no coded bits are transmitted, the state of
the encoder does not change. Therefore, legitimate transitions
for this case are only horizontal ones.
At subband boundaries, transitions are allowed between
the same state of all the parallel trellises associated with
the different modulation modes. This is not a transition due
to a received bit, and therefore preserves the metric of the
originating state. Note that in the figure only the legitimate
transitions for the state 00 are drawn; all other states originate
the corresponding equivalent set of transitions. The initial state
of the first subband is 00 for all modulation schemes, and, since
the code is 00-terminated, the last subband’s final states are 00.
The receiver’s channel decoder calculates the metrics for the
transitionsintheparalleltrellises,andoncealldatasymbolhave
been precessed, it traces back through the parallel trellis on the
surviving path. This back-tracing commences at the most likely
00 state at the end of the last subband from the set of trellises
associated with . If no termination was used at the
decoder, then the back-tracing would start at the most likely of
all the final states of the last block.
Fig. 11 shows the modulation scheme DER for the parallel
trellis decoder in an AWGN channel for 16 and 8 subbands, if
a convolutional code of constraint length 7 is used. Compar-
ison with Fig. 8 shows considerable improvements relative to
the BER-estimation-based blind detection scheme, both for 16